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WHILE COLLECTING PAID ADS WILL GET A GOOD
VIEW ON WHO IS TRYING TO TARGET WHO,
THE PAID ADS WAS NOT A PROBLEM DURING
THE SWEDISH ELECTION. THE SPREADING OF
D ISINFORMATION THROUGH JUNK NEWS S ITES,
AND THE FACEBOOK PAGES S HARING THEIR
ARTICLES WERE A FAR BIGGER P ROBLEM.
THE P REVALENCE AND SPREADING OF
D ISINFORMATION AND FAKE NEWS IS A P OTENTIAL
RISK TO D EMOCRACY. DISINFORMATION HAS
THE POTENTIAL TO LOWER PEOPLES TRUST IN
THE G OVERNMENT, DEMOCRACY AND SOCIETY
IN G ENERAL. RUSSIAN DISINFORMATION, FOR
E XAMPLE, HAS THE PURPOSE OF DRIVING A
W EDGE BETWEEN PEOPLE IN A COMMUNITY OR
COUNTRY AND THEREBY BUILDING MISTRUTS.
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FACEBOOK:– INTRODUCTION
Ad checking
lessons from the Swedish election

INTRODUCTION

»

In elections
worldwide, the threat
from the internet has
become a bigger
concern. Issues like
digital disinformation campaigns,
fake news, and international
interference in elections
have become a real threat to
democracy. The Internet has
provided those who want to influence elections with several new
ways to reach decision-makers
and constituents in the states
they want to influence.

»

For the Swedish
election in 2018, Skiftet
wanted to find out if
we were exposed to
foreign interference in
our elections and, if that was the
case, in what way we were being
targeted. For a small organization
such as Skiftet, that is not an easy
task. We, therefore, chose to focus
solely on Facebook, where Russia
may have had a major influence
on the US presidential election in
2016. Because of how Facebook
is built, the data we could collect
in an easy way was paid ads on
Facebook, not Facebook as a
whole.

»

The aim of the project
was to find paid ads
from foreign organizations, trying to
influence the election.
But we also aimed at finding out
who was paying for ads and who
they targeted.
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ELECTION
F UNDING
IN SWEDEN
In Sweden, donations to a party, for election purposes or
other, only have to be reported if they exceed five percent of a
price base/basic amount.2 Further, there are no regulations on
foreign donations to parties.3
Sweden also lacks rules and regulations regarding campaign

financing and political advertising. This means that anyone can
pay for a political ad in a Swedish election, and it does not have
to be endorsed by a party, candidate or other organization.

FOREIGN I NFLUENCE ON
THE ELECTION, THE ROLE OF
FACEBOOK
After the 2016 US presidential election, it was uncovered that
Russia had tried and succeeded to influence the election. An
integral part of their success was Facebook. Through fake pages
and paid ads, the Russian troll factories could reach targeted
audiences with the aim at putting groups against each other.
In 2018 Ireland held a referendum on abortion right. A small

group of activists exposed how foreign money, mostly
American pro-life groups, paid for ads on Facebook aimed at
influencing the election. This lead to Facebook banning foreign
political ads for the duration of the election.4

1
2

3
4
5
6

ANNONSKOLLEN
In order to monitor the paid political ads on Facebook in the
weeks leading up to the election, Skiftet partnered with Who
Targets Me (WTM).
WTM is a browser extension for Chrome or Firefox

(desktop-only). To set it up, you create an anonymous p rofile
(age, gender, location, political leaning) and continue to use
Facebook as normal. The software collects the Facebook
adverts you see and adds them to the WTM database. Once
you start to see political adverts, it provides you with
a personalized breakdown of those posts, along with links to
them, and information about why you were targeted with
that advert.5
Skiftet developed Annonskollen.6 The purpose of Annonskollen is

to display the collected ads and make them searchable for
people interested in the data. Skiftet also wants to shine a light
on who is targeted by whom with political ads. We also wanted
to see if there were any attempts by foreign actors to influence
the election.
INFORMATION ABOUT ANNONSKOLLEN:
• Launched: 16 August 2018
• Users on the day of the election: 359 users
• Ads collected: More than 700 unique political ads

Nu gör vi Facebooks jobb åt dem https://www.dagensmedia.se/experter/debatt/nu-gor-vi-facebooks-jobb-at-dem-6926203
De vill visa vem som står bakom politiska annonser https://www.dagensmedia.se/medier/digitalt/de-vill-visa-vem-som-star-bakom-politiska-annonser-6926063
Price base amount is a sum of money, adjusted annually in relation to the consumer price index, used to decide some benefits and other amounts that need to be adjusted yearly.
https://www.scb.se/en/finding-statistics/statistics-by-subject-area/prices-and-consumption/consumer-price-index/consumer-price-index-cpi/pong/tables-and-graphs/price-basic-amount/price-basic-amount/
Donations to parties are regulated in Lag om insyn i finansiering av partier. https://www.riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-lagar/dokument/svensk-forfattningssamling/lag-201890-ominsyn-i-finansiering-av-partier_sfs-2018-90
For more information, visit Transparent Referendum Initiative’s website http://tref.ie/
About Who Targets Me https://whotargets.me/en/about-who-targets-me/
Annonskollen https://annonskollen.info/
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CHALLENGES

THERE WERE TWO BIG C HALLENGES WITH THE P ROJECT:
G ETTING PEOPLE TO INSTALL THE PLUG-IN AND THE DATABASE.
Annonskollen relied
on people to install the
WTM plug-in. Only 359
users had installed
the plug-in on the day
of the election. We
believe the reason for
that is twofold:

1.

The average Skiftet-
activist is a
middle-aged
woman not working in
IT. Signing a petition
or donating money
is activism easy at
hand for the a verage
Skiftet-activist,
installing a plug-in
is not.

2.

There was
not much
time between
the launch and the
election. Annonskollen
was released in
mid-August when
people were still

on vacation or just
coming back to work.
The focus was not
on paid ads on the
internet, rather on
getting fall going, and
then a few weeks later
it was time to go to
the polls. Also, with
raging forest fires and
heat records, election
interference was not
the top priority for
media, for example.
Skiftet also found
working with the
database hard. Getting
the results demanded
a lot of manual labor
and connecting
the database and
Annonskollen was
therefore hard. The
plug-in was bugging
a lot, especially on
Firefox. People also
had trouble installing
the plug-in.
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THE COLLECTED
ADS

MOST OF THE ADS ANALYZED HAD THE PURPOSE OF INFLUENCING
THE ELECTION, SOME WERE JUST “TAKING ADVANTAGE” OF THE
UPCOMING ELECTION.
The plug-in collected over 700 paid ads with a
connection to the election. This number is from
what number of ads that were extracted from
the database. Not all ads were caught in that
extraction, so we do not have the exact number of
ads. The number of ads mentioned below for each
party or group is from that data.
Most of the ads analyzed had the purpose of influencing the
election, some were just “taking advantage” of the upcoming
election.
The biggest advertisers were the political parties, followed by trade

unions. Other big advertisers were non-profits and employers
organizations.

POLITICAL PARTIES
Between 2014 and 2018, Sweden had eight parties in
Riksdagen, the national parliament: Vänsterpartiet,
Socialdemokraterna, Miljöpartiet, Liberalerna, Centerpartiet.
Moderaterna, Kristdemokraterna, and Sverigedemokraterna.
All parties stayed in Riksdagen.

THE ELECTION RESULTS WERE AS FOLLOWS:
• Moderaterna (The Moderate Party) — 19,84%
• Centerpartiet (the Center Party) — 8,61%
• Liberalerna (The Liberals) — 5,49%
• Kristdemokraterna (The Christian Democrats) — 6,32%
• Socialdemokraterna (The Social Democrats) — 28,26%
• Vänsterpartiet (The Left Party) — 8,00%
• Miljöpartiet de gröna (The Green Party) — 4,41%
• Sverigedemokraterna (The Sweden Democrats) — 17,53%
Three parties had serious ambitions to enter Riksdagen in 2018:

Feministiskt inititativ (Fi), Medborgerlig samling (MED) and
Alternativ för Sverige (AfS). Fi and MED (then called Borgerlig
Framtid) both participated in the election 2014, where Fi had
moderate success and received 3,12 % of the votes. To enter
Riksdagen you need 4 % of the votes. MED only got a few
votes. In 2018 Fi got 0,46 % of the votes. MED got 0,20 % of
the votes.
AfS was founded in the spring of 2018 after a separation

between Sverigedemokraterna and its youth division
Sverigedemokratisk Ungdom (SDU). The leaders of SDU
formed AfS with the ambition to enter Riksdagen. AfS got
0,31 % of the votes.
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VÄNSTERPARTIET
FROM VÄNSTERPARTIET, 52 ADS WERE COLLECTED, ONLY FROM
THE MOTHER PARTY AND REGIONAL DIVISIONS. NO ADS FROM
PERSONAL CANDIDATE PAGES WERE COLLECTED.

Example ads:

Example ads:

A simple “Vote for Vänsterpartiet” ad.7 The ad is targeted people who may be similar to people already liking their page. The ad also targeted
people ages 18 to 50 who live in Sweden. Nine users saw this ad, 77 % male, and 33 % female. The people reached by the ad were on average
left-leaning. The age range was 26-49 years with an average of 37.5 years.

7

https://www.facebook.com/vansterpartiet/posts/10157319080385348
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Ad presenting the top candidate for Vänsterpartiet in Västra Götalands region (county).8 The ad was targeted at people interested in politics and
social issues, based on their activities like liking pages or clicking on ads. It was also targeted at people ages 18 and up living in Västra Götaland
County. One user of the plug-in has seen the ad.
8

https://www.facebook.com/vansterpartietvastragotaland/posts/1875210685892296
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SOCIALDEMOKRATERNA
93 ADS FROM SOCIALDEMOKRATERNA WAS COLLECTED, A
MAJORITY FROM THE MOTHER PARTY OR THE STOCKHOLM
D IVISION OF THE PARTY. OTHER DIVISIONS AND PERSONAL ADS
ARE ALSO PART OF THE COLLECTION, AS WELL AS A FEW FROM THE
SOCIALDEMOCRATIC YOUTH DIVISION, SSU.
Example ads:

Ad urging to vote for Socialdemokraterna. The message on the picture says: “A vote on Socialdemokraterna is the only guarantee to keep
Sverigedemokraterna from power – Stefan Löfven”.9 This ad was targeted at people between 31 and 40 years in Stockholm. It was seen by one
of our WTM-users.

9

https://www.facebook.com/socialdemokraterna/posts/10156675562312958
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Ad in response to Sverigedemokraternas proposal that Swedish citizens only can have one citizenship.10 This ad was targeted at people between 51
and 64 years living in the Stockholm area. It was seen by one of our WTM-users.

10

https://www.facebook.com/socialdemokraterna/photos/p.10156717012892958/10156717012892958/?type=3
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Ad presenting one of Socialdemokraternas main message in the weeks leading up to the election - cooperation between all parties will be necessary to shut Sverigedemokraterna out from power. Here with Foreign Minister Margot Wallström, warning what will happen if Sverigedemokraterna gets the possibility to influence foreign affairs.11

11

https://www.facebook.com/socialdemokraterna/photos/p.10156692856702958/10156692856702958/?type=3
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From Socialdemokraterna in Stockholm. An ad about the world’s most expensive hospital, Nya Karolinska Sjukhuset (NKS).12 They made a
special website, “Vad kostar NKS?” (How much does NKS cost?), where they showed the cost development in real time.
The ad was targeted at people who had similarities with the other people who had liked Socialdemokraterna I Stockholm and people above 18
years. It was seen by one of our WTM-users.

12

https://www.facebook.com/socialdemokraternaistockholm/posts/2368374786522969
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Ad from Socialdemokraterna Värmland, presenting one of their candidates for parliament. The ad was targeted at people aged 18 and above,
living in Värmland county. 13

13

https://www.facebook.com/socialdemokraterna.varmland/posts/2280166238667037
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A personal ad for Karin Wanngård, then mayor of Stockholm and top name for Socialdemokraterna in the city of Stockholm.14 The ad
concerns the climate and climate change. The targeted were there for people between 18 and 50 years in the Stockholm area who are interested in
the environment and the climate, this based on those pages the users like or ads they have clicked. Two WTM-users were targeted with this ad.

14

https://www.facebook.com/karin.wanngard/posts/2270444366305622
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MILJÖPARTIET
FROM THE GREEN PARTY, THE PLUG-IN COLLECTED 36 ADS,
M OSTLY FROM THE MOTHER PARTY AND REGIONAL DIVISIONS. A
FEW PERSONAL ADS WERE COLLECTED, A MAJORITY WHICH CAME
FROM THE PARTY LEADERS.15
Example ads:

Video ad urging Swedish citizens abroad to vote, and to vote for Miljöpartiet.16 The ad was targeted at people interested in culture, based on
activities such as liking pages or clicking on ads, and people aged 18 and above. The ad was seen by three WTM-users.

15
16

The Green Party has two leaders of equal power and dignity, one of which has to be a woman.
https://www.facebook.com/miljopartiet/videos/236558083672362/
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Video ad from local division Miljöpartiet i Tyresö, promoting more meeting places for retired people in Tyresö.17 The ad was targeted at
interested in Photography, based on activity such as liking Pages or clicking on ads, and people aged 14 and older who live near Stockholm.

17

https://www.facebook.com/mptyreso/videos/1926482547385198/
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LIBERALERNA
LIBERALERNA HAD 46 ADS GET CAUGHT IN ANNONSKOLLEN’S NET.
COMPARED TO THE OTHER PARTIES, THEY HAD MORE PERSONAL
ADS, BOTH BY NUMBER AND BY SHARE, BUT OF COURSE, HAD ADS
BOTH FROM THE MOTHER PARTY AND REGIONAL DIVISIONS.
Example ads:

Liberalerna on a national level mainly paid for video ads, such as this.18 The ad was targeted at people aged 18 and above in Sweden. Four
WTM-users saw the ad. 63 % were female, 37 % male, age range 24-77 years and somewhat left-leaning.

18

https://www.facebook.com/liberalernas/posts/10160947496660624
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A personal ad from Christer Nylander, member of parliament for Liberalerna, challenging the Sweden Democrat Björn Söder to a debate
about the future.19 The ad was targeted at women aged 27 and older who live near Kristianstad. One WTM-user saw the ad.

19

https://www.facebook.com/christernylanders/posts/2032533860150637
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CENTERPARTIET
FOR THE CENTER PARTY, ANNONSKOLLEN COLLECTED 45 ADS. A
MAJORITY OF THEM CAME FROM THE MOTHER PARTY OR R EGIONAL
DIVISIONS OF THE PARTY. THE REST WERE PERSONAL ADS OR
CAME FROM YOUTH OR WOMEN’S DIVISIONS.
Example ads:

Ad for campaign film from Centerpartiet.20 The ad was targeted at different groups.
•
People with the education level Bachelor's Degree listed on their Facebook profiles.
•
People aged 18 to 45 who live near Stockholm, Stockholm County
•
People ages 18 to 45 who live near Gothenburg, Västra Götaland County.
•
People ages 18 to 45 who live near Uppsala, Uppsala County
•
People aged 18 to 45 who live near Solna kommun, Stockholm County
11 WTM-users were targeted with the ad. 69% were male, 31% female. The age span was 22 to 37 years. The users leaned left.

20 https://www.facebook.com/centerpartiet/videos/10155490639556583/
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A personal ad for local division Centerpartiet Vaxholms first name, Malin Forsbrand.21 The ad targeted people ages 18 and older who live near
Vaxholm, Stockholm County. It was targeted at one WTM-user.

21

https://www.facebook.com/malinforsbrandcenterpartiet/posts/390907268108946
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MODERATERNA
75 ADS WERE COLLECTED THAT WAS SIGNED BY THE M ODERATE
PARTY. A MAJORITY OF THE ADS WERE POSTED BY REGIONAL
D IVISIONS OF THE PARTY, MOST BY THE STOCKHOLM DIVISION.
ALSO, A FEW PERSONAL ADS FOR CANDIDATES WERE POSTED.
Example ads:

Moderaterna made a video with their party leader, more or less copied from an American politician.22 The video went viral, and Moderaterna
paid for several ads, including the video. This ad was seen by 8 WTM-users. The ad was targeted at different people:
• People who are similar to the ones who like Moderaterna
• People aged 18 and above who lives in Sweden
• People who like politicians, according to what they like on Facebook and ads they have clicked
• People who like politics, according to what they like on Facebook and ads they have clicked
The people who saw the ad was 71% male and 29% female. The age range was 22 to 77 years. The users leaned left.

22 https://www.facebook.com/moderaterna/videos/493849037692122/
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Ad from the local division, Moderaterna i Sigtuna, proposing harder penalties for vandalism.23 The ad was targeted at people who like video
games according to what they like on Facebook and ads they have clicked and at people aged 18 and above, living near Sigtuna. The ad was seen
by one WTM-user.

23 https://www.facebook.com/ModeraternaSigtunakommun/photos/a.232943753389590/2351004144916863/?type=3
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KRISTDEMOKRATERNA
34 ADS FROM THE CHRISTIAN DEMOCRATS WERE COLLECTED. A
VAST MAJORITY OF THEM WERE FROM REGIONAL DIVISIONS IN THE
STOCKHOLM AREA. A FEW ADS ARE FROM CANDIDATES.
Example ads:

Ad from the regional division Kristdemokraterna Stockholm, urging voters to cast their vote on them since Kristdemokraterna was close to not
getting enough votes to stay in the local government.24 The ad was targeted at people interested in family, based on activity such as liking pages
or clicking on ads, and people aged 30 and older living in Stockholm. The ad was seen by two WTM-users.

24 https://www.facebook.com/kdstockholm/posts/1765842720131398
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Ad from Kristdemokraterna to convince voters that their politics for families are better than Socialdemokraternas.25 The ad was targeted at
people interested in Socialdemokraterna or in the age 18 and above, living in Sweden. The ad was seen by two WTM-users.

25 https://www.facebook.com/Kristdemokraterna/photos/p.10155698610333365/10155698610333365/?type=3
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SVERIGEDEMOKRATERNA
THE PLUG-IN COLLECTED ONLY 18 ADS FROM THE SWEDEN DEMOCRATS, WHERE ONLY ONE WAS FROM A CANDIDATE AND THE REST
FROM THE NATIONAL PARTY AND REGIONAL DIVISIONS.
Example ads:

Video ad from Sverigedemokraterna on safety for women.26 The ad targeted:
• People interested in Fredrik Reinfeldt (former Prime minister and leader of Moderaterna)
• Women aged 36 and above, living in Sweden.
• Men aged 51 and above living in the Husby area (low-status suburb to Stockholm)
Two WTM users saw the ad.

26 https://www.facebook.com/sverigedemokraterna/videos/311319406115411/
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Ad from local division Sverigedemokraterna Göteborg, promoting news segment where Sverigedemokraterna says no to Muadh/call to prayer.27
The ad targeted people ages 18 and older who live near Gothenburg. One WTM-user saw the ad.

27

https://www.facebook.com/SDGoteborg/videos/1799405606793972/
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OTHER PARTIES
THE PLUG-IN COLLECTED ONLY 18 ADS FROM THE SWEDEN
D EMOCRATS, WHERE ONLY ONE WAS FROM A CANDIDATE AND THE
REST FROM THE NATIONAL PARTY AND REGIONAL DIVISIONS.
Example ads:

Ad from Alternativ för Sverige, promoting the expulsion of all immigrants who have committed a crime.28 The ad was targeted at people with
an interest in politics, based on pages they like or ads they have clicked, and people aged 18 and above who lives in Sweden. The ad was seen by
one WTM-user.
28

https://www.facebook.com/altforsverige/posts/724991511226450
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Video ad from Medborgerlig samling, explaining how to vote if there are no Medborgerlig samling voting tickets at the polling station.29 The
ad targeted people who may be similar to people who like their page and people ages 18 and older who live in Sweden. The ad was seen by 13
WTM-users, 97% male, and 3 % female, with an age range of 22-77 years. The targeted were leaning left.

29

https://www.facebook.com/MedborgerligSamling/videos/1803843459712990/
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Video ad from local division of Feministiskt initiativ Stockholm about putting an end to violence.30 The ad targeted people interested in
feminism, based on activity such as liking pages or clicking on ads, and people aged 18 to 55 who live in Stockholm County. 11 WTM-users saw
the ad, 44% male and 56% female with the age range of 22 to 54 years.

30 https://www.facebook.com/fistockholm/videos/232819240718532/
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UNIONS

FROM LABOR
UNIONS, THE PLUG-IN
C OLLECTED 54 ADS.
THE ADVERTISERS WERE MOSTLY FROM LO AND ITS MEMBER
U NIONS.
LO is the federation for workers in Sweden.
Most active was the union Kommunal (Swedish
Municipal Workers Union) who paid for ads
both from the organization and its president
Tobias Baudin.
Other unions who paid for ads are Sveriges
Arkitekter (Architects Sweden) and Ledarna
(the organization for managers in Sweden),
but they focused on recruiting, rather than
trying to influence the election.

Unions within the two federations TCO (The
Swedish Confederation of Professional
Employees) and Saco (the Swedish C onfederation
of Professional Associations) are not politically
affiliated, even though they actively try to
influence politics through lobbying and p olicy
reports. LO, on the other hand, has ties to
S ocialdemokraterna, hence the paid political ads.

33
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KOMMUNAL
Example ads:

Ad from Kommunal, in support of Socialdemokraterna.31 The ad targeted people who had visited Kommunal’s webpage or used one of their
apps, and people aged 18 and above living in Sweden. The ad was seen by three WTM-users.

31

https://www.facebook.com/facketkommunal/posts/2329622487054557
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SACO

Ad from Saco about a welfare investigation they want to be done by the government, to secure the financing of the Swedish welfare.32 It targeted
people who like Sacos page, and people aged 25 to 64 who live in Sweden. It also targeted people who are interested in teachers based on pages
they like or ads they have clicked, and people aged 30 to 64 who live in Sweden.

32 https://www.facebook.com/sverigesakademiker/posts/10156294477153382
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SVENSKT
N ÄRINGSLIV
AND ITS
MEMBERS

SVENSKT NÄRINGSLIV IS SWEDEN’S LARGEST BUSINESS
F EDERATION.
Svenskt näringsliv and its members run several
organizations and online campaigns with
Facebook pages for lobbying purposes.
Most ads collected were from different
lobbying initiatives from Svenskt näringsliv,
such as V älfärdsfakta33 (Welfare facts) and
Arbetsmarknadsnytt (Labor Market News).

33 More about the Facebook pages from Svenskt näringsliv (In Swedish)https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/p6b9yo/expert-sagar-lobbyisternas-trollsidor
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VÅRDFÖRENINGARNA
Example ads:

Video ad from a campaign from one of Svenskt Näringslivs members Vårdföretagarna (The Association of Private Care Providers). The
campaign is called Vi gör skillnad (We make a difference) and is aimed at showing all the good things private care providers are doing.34
The ad was targeted at men aged 65 who live in Gothenburg. It was seen by one WTM-user.

34 https://www.facebook.com/vigorskillnaduppropet/videos/10155223100086653/
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VÄLFÄRDSFAKTA

Ad from the Facebook page Välfärdsfakta, run by Svenskt näringsliv.35 The ad says that Socialdemokraterna can lose voters due to their views
on profit on private schools and caregivers. The ad was targeted at people interested in Timbro (a neo-liberal Swedish think tank) based on
pages liked and ad clicks, and people aged 18 and above living in Sweden. The ad was seen by two WTM-users.

35 https://www.facebook.com/valfardsfakta/photos/p.2032806250070972/2032806250070972/?type=3
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NON-PROFITS

FROM NON-P ROFITS,
THE PLUG-ON
C OLLECTED 53 ADS.
The advertisers are diverse, from
Hyresgästföreningen (the organization for
tenants) to Naturskyddsföreningen (Swedish
Society for Nature Conservation) and
Slöseriombudsmannen, a function set out to
investigate how the public sector uses the
taxpayers' money.
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SLÖSERIOMBUDSMANNEN

Example ads:

Ad from Slöseriombudsmannen, urging voters to vote to remove “tax wasting politicians”.36 The ad was targeted at people who like
the Slöseriombudsmannen page and people aged 13 and above who live in Sweden. The ad was seen by one WTM-user.
36 https://www.facebook.com/sloseriombudsmannen/posts/1958759987495847
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HYRESGÄSTFÖRENINGEN

Video ad from Hyresgästföreningen, promoting their tool to calculate what your rent will be if market rent is allowed in Sweden.37 The ad
targeted people interested in politics and social issues, based on activity such as liking pages or clicking on ads as well as people aged 18 and
older who live in Kristianstad, Skåne County or Stockholm. The ad also targeted people living in Järfälla, Stockholm County, aged 18 and
above. Four WTM-users saw the ad, 20 % male and 80 % female with an age range between 22 and 46 years

37

https://www.facebook.com/hyresgastforeningen/videos/10156681435739744/
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AFROSVENSKARNAS
RIKSFÖRBUND

Ad from Afrosvenskarnas riksförbund (national organization for afro-swedes) promoting an election debate
on the conditions for afro-swedes in Sweden.38 The ad was targeted at people aged 18 and above, living in
Stockholm. The ad was seen by one WTM-user.
38 https://www.facebook.com/events/1311473238989959/
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COMPANIES/
PRIVATE
S ECTOR

FIVE ADS WERE
C OLLECTED BY
THE PLUG-IN THAT
WAS PAID FOR BY A
C OMPANY.
SOME WERE USING THE ELECTION TO SELL, WHILE OTHERS TRIED
TO INFLUENCE THE ELECTION ON ISSUES IMPORTANT TO THEM.
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MÄKLARPODDEN
Example ads:

Ad from Mäklarpodden (realtor podcast), run in collaboration with the realtor company Mäklarringen.38 This episode is an interview with the
social democratic spokesperson for housing issues, Johan Löfstrand. The ad was targeted at people interested in politics, based on pages they like
and ads they have clicked and people aged 18 and above. The ad was seen by one WTM-user.

38

https://www.facebook.com/maklarpodden/posts/977581219080958
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GYMKOMPANIET.SE

Video ad from Gymkompaniet.se, a seller of all things related to working out in gyms.39 They made their own election video. The ad was targeted at people who like their page and people aged 18 and above, living in Västra Götaland County.

39

https://www.facebook.com/Gymkompaniet/videos/1523015237803038/
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UNKNOWN

FEW ADS HAS
UNKNOWN SENDER
OR OWNER

ONE OF THE AIMS OF ANNONSKOLLEN WAS TO FIND EXAMPLES OF
FOREIGN INTERFERENCE ON FACEBOOK IN THE ELECTION.
Few ads collected by the plug-in has an 
unknown sender or owner, but seven such ads
were collected.
One of the aims of Annonskollen was to find examples
of foreign interference on Facebook in the election. The
conclusion to draw from the ads collected is that foreign
powers, such as Russia, did not pay for ads to influence the
election on a larger scale. This conclusion is shared among
everyone who investigated and analyzed Facebook. There was
one ad collected that caught a lot of attention and probably
was posted by a non-Swedish actor, but we do not know who.
The Facebook page was called ForumSverige and after it was
brought to attention in media, the Facebook page, as well as
the affiliated Facebook page, was deleted.

the red and green parties. In the general election 2014, they
were funded by Svenskt näringsliv and ran by Arin Karapet
who is now a member of parliament on a Moderat mandate.
No one knows who ran the page for the last election, or where
their funding came from, but in the election of 2014, it was
funded with money from the pro-free-market, liberal think
tank Timbro.40

A known page but with an unknown owner is Rödgrön röra (Red

Green Mess), a Facebook page aimed at making memes against

40 Svenskt näringsliv satsar miljoner på ny trollfabrik, https://www.etc.se/inrikes/svenskt-naringsliv-satsar-miljoner-pa-ny-trollfabrik
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FORUM SVERIGE
The ads from ForumSverige focused on such issues as
migration, sexual violence, and crime, issues known to divide
Sweden. Trying to divide societies on controversial issues
through Facebook ads is a method that was used during the
presidential election of 2016 in the US.
The ads seem to have had a good reach, just by looking at how

many WTM-users who saw the ads. One ad was seen by four
WTM-users. That at targeted people aged 18 to 45 in the city

of Malmö, and Norrbotten and Västerbotten counties, the
same rationales as all other ads collected from ForumSverige.
The Facebook page ForumSverige was connected to a webpage.

The alleged youth organization ForumSverige had no contact
information and no representatives on the webpage. Both were
taken down after media started to look into the account and
webpage.

Example ads:

Five ads were collected by WTM-users, but since the Facebook page is taken down, none of the ads are possible to retrieve in full. The ad
pictured is not one the of the collected, but a screenshot of another ad. The data we have on the ads are presented on Annonskollen.info.41
41

https://annonskollen.info/database?query=forumsverige&page=1&configure%5BhitsPerPage%5D=25
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RÖDGRÖNRÖRA

Video ad from Rödgrönröra, mocking prime minister Stefan Löfven.42 The ad targeted people whose friends like Rödgrönröra and people aged
18 and above living in Stockholm. The ad was seen by two WTM-users.

42 https://www.facebook.com/rodgronrora/posts/2117137738356488
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MEDIA

SWEDISH MEDIA PAID
FOR ADS DURING THE
WEEKS LEADING UP TO
THE ELECTION.
MOST OF THEM ADVERTISED TO GET PAYING READERS, BUT A FEW
PAID FOR ADS WITH MORE POLITICAL CONTENT.
For example, the Swedish magazine Arkitekten, a Some paid ads from the media had the obvious
member magazine for members of the architect
purpose of trying to influence people. Those ads
union, ran ads about politicians views in
came from progressive and leftist media.
architecture and social housing. The biggest
Swedish daily newspaper Dagens Nyheter offered
everyone free access to their online material
the months before the election, something they
marketed through paid ads on Facebook.
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LEDARSIDORNA
Example ads:

Ad from Ledarsidorna.se. Ledarsidorna.se is financed by donations from individuals. The person running it used to be a social democrat but
is now more “critical of immigration” as this group of people call themselves. This ad supports the idea that immigrants are more likely to be
rapists than people with a Swedish heritage.43 The ad was targeted at people aged 45 and above, living in Sweden. The ad was seen by three
WTM-users.
43 https://www.facebook.com/Ledarsidorna.se/posts/1957248640962421
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DAGENS INDUSTRI

Ad from Dagens Industri (Sweden’s biggest financial newspaper), promoting an article about Sverigedemokraternas intentions, if they come into
power.44 The ad was targeted at people who is alike Dagens Industri’s customers and people aged 25 to 60, living in Sweden. The ad was seen by
one WTM-user.

44 https://www.facebook.com/Dagensindustri/posts/1802276286461727
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DAGENS NYHETER

Ad from Dagens Nyheter, promoting their campaign that everyone can read the newspaper online for free up to the election.45 The ad targeted
people who may be similar to their customers and people aged 26 and older who live in Sweden. The ad was seen by 39 WTM-users, 70% men
and 30 % women, age range between 26 to 77 years, the users lean left.

45 https://www.facebook.com/dn.se/posts/10155725307256680
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ANALYSIS

THE ADS C OLLECTED
SHOWS THAT THE
PARTIES WERE THE
MOST ACTIVE AD
B UYERS
THIS IS NATURAL SINCE THEY ARE THE ONES TRYING TO GET
THE VOTES. THE ADS COLLECTED ALSO REFLECT THE PARTIES
FAIRLY WELL.
The collection of ads Skiftet’s annonskollare (ad
checkers) gathered are not a complete collection
of the political ads that ran the time that
Annonskollen was active.
Since most of Skiftet’s activists are left-leaning, it is likely that
most annonskollare are left-leaning. That will, of course, have
an effect on the ads collected. Also, more users would have
given a more accurate picture of the paid political ads published
the weeks before the election.

The ads collected shows that the parties were the most active ad

buyers the weeks leading up to the election. This is natural
since they are the ones trying to get the votes. The ads collected
also reflect the parties fairly well. Socialdemokraterna is the
biggest party and posted the most ads. Centerpartiet is a rich
party and has the money to pay for ads.
Vänsterpartiet has no ads from candidates personal pages,
while Liberalerna has quite a few. This reflects the parties
self-image well; Vänsterpartiet are more collectivist and
Liberalerna more individualistic.
LO unions have a vested interest in the election since they are
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connected to Socialdemokraterna. It comes as no surprise that
they paid for a larger amount of ads than other unions.
There was no evidence, besides ForumSverige, of foreign

p arty’s Facebook page and it was the fourth biggest Swedish
party on Facebook. This was not reflected in AfS election
result.

interference in the election through Facebook ads. This may
be due to the fact that Sweden is a smaller country than for
example the USA, but probably has to do with the fact that
Facebook now knows what to look for, and it is harder to
succeed through such campaigns. During the entire election
campaign, only about ten incidents of potential interference were reported to Myndigheten för samhällsskydd och
beredskap (Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency), MSB.46
The party in parliament who had the biggest reach on F
 acebook

during the election was Sverigedemokraterna. Their big
ad buy was in January 2018, not in the weeks leading up
to the election.47 By the time of election campaigning,
Sverigedemokraterna had built a solid fan base on social
media. Sweden’s biggest daily newspaper, Dagens Nyheter,
also p rovided evidence that several far-right populist Facebook
pages were run from Sverigedemokraternas communications
unit.48
What the Oxford Internet Institute calls “junk news” had by far the

biggest reach during the election. 49 The Oxford researchers
looked at how junk news is spread on Twitter. Not a single
one of the junk news sites presented in the Oxford report paid
for ads caught by the plug-in. These junk news sites have great
organic reach, even on Facebook, so they do not have to pay
for ads to get their message through.
Junk news sites have been accused of close ties to Russia. The

influence from Russia in the Swedish election may have come
through junk news sites, rather than paid ads on Facebook.
Far right and populist and junk news sites’ Facebook pages reach

on Facebook are in the picture below compared to established
news sites’ reach. The populist and junk news sites are p ictured
the black stack. Interesting is that only one of the pages
are connected to a site that produces original material (NB
NYhetsbyrån). The rest of the pages only distribute material
made by others, often with a populist, anti-immigration or
anti-muslim message. Many of these pages are ones that the
DN article claimed are run from the Sverigedemokraterna
communication unit. Alternativ för Sverige is the far-right

Source: Dagens Nyheter.50
While collecting paid ads will get a good view on who is trying
to target who, the paid ads was not a problem during the
Swedish election. The spreading of disinformation through
junk news sites, and the Facebook pages sharing their articles
were a far bigger problem. The prevalence and spreading of
disinformation and fake news is a potential risk to democracy.
Disinformation has the potential to lower peoples trust in
the government, democracy and society in general. Russian

46 MSB:s lista – här är de misstänkta påverkansförsöken inför valet, https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/a/7lAW44/msbs-lista--har-ar-de-misstankta-paverkansforsoken-infor-valet
47 Så vann SD slaget om Facebook – taktiken som förändrade allt, https://www.aftonbladet.se/nyheter/samhalle/a/J1A977/sa-vann-sd-slaget-om-facebook--taktiken-som-forandrade-allt
48 Så tog högerpopulistiska sidor över valrörelsen på Facebook – med hjälp av SD https://www.dn.se/nyheter/politik/sa-tog-hogerpopulistiska-sidor-over-valrorelsen-pa-facebook-med-hjalp-av-sd/
49 News and Political Information Consumption in Sweden: Mapping the 2018 Swedish General Election on Twitter http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/research/sweden-election/
50 Så tog högerpopulistiska sidor över valrörelsen på Facebook – med hjälp av SD, https://www.dn.se/nyheter/politik/sa-tog-hogerpopulistiska-sidor-over-valrorelsen-pa-facebook-med-hjalp-av-sd/
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disinformation, for example, has the purpose of driving a
wedge between people in a community or country and thereby
building mistruts.
The report Smearing Sweden confirms the lack of foreign interfe-

rence in the Swedish election, and the big prevalence of junk
news sites and fake news.51 Rather than election interference,
the Smearing Sweden-report found smearing campaigns
against in Russian media outlets such as Sputnik and Russia
Today, while supporting far-right parties.
The last weeks before the election and the weeks after, stories

of election fraud was spreading, both in Sweden and in other
countries, in support of far-right groups, which Skiftet wrote
about in a blog post.52
To sum up, the internet was used to influence the election in

Sweden, but not in a direct way. It was used to spread the idea
of a Sweden at war because of immigration and a collapsing
election system.
This is important knowledge for the EP-election, where right-

wing parties are believed to have a big success. While all forms
of extremism is a threat to democracy, the far right will use the
tools of democracy to bring it down, nationally and in the EU.

»
»

WHAT’S NEXT?
In late May 2019, the European Union goes to the polls.

In an EP-election with democracy at stake, advertising
on Facebook on a European level is interesting. Skiftet,
in collaboration with Who Targets Me, will try to spread
the plug-in and Annonskollen to as many EU states as
possible.
Even though we may not see a large amount of paid ads

in form of attempted foreign interference, an EU-wide
use of the WTM plug-in will give us valuable insight in
who is paying for ads around the European Union.

»
»

The goal with taking WTM and Annonskollen to the EU

and EP election is to see who is advertising where and
to get EU-rules on election spending.
Facebook has announced that the European Union,

amongst others, will have stricter rules for political ads
the time leading up to the election.53 What this means
and what the consequences will be is not yet known.

51 Smearing Sweden – International Influence Campaigns in the 2018 Swedish Election https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Smearing-Sweden.pdf
52 Gå inte på berättelsen om valfusk https://skiftet.org/2018/09/ga-inte-pa-berattelsen-om-valfusk/
53 Exclusive: Facebook brings stricter ads rules to countries with big 2019 votes, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-facebook-election-exclusive/exclusive-facebook-brings-stricter-ads-rules-to-countries-with-big-2019-votes-idUSKCN1PA0BT?feedType=RSS&feedName=technologyNews&utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+reuters%2FtechnologyNews+%28Reuters+Technology+News%29
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SKIFTET — DEMOCRACY IN
A CTION
We are engaged citizens who want a change in society –– where we
together stand up for the environment, justice and civil rights. The
people’s movement Skiftet are tens of thousands of Swedes whom
every month commit to the purpose of giving everyone a voice. We use
digital tools to engage thousands of citizens, who hold politicians and
big corporation lobbyists accountable for their actions –– in front of
the computer or out on the streets.
Not a day passes by without headlines telling us money and power are
getting more concentrated at the top of society. People are being left
behind, as decisions are made with regard to big corporations rather
than common people.
It is easy to feel hopelessness but the reality is that most Swedes want
something better for their families and for society at large. They care
about the environment, workers rights, equality and they are not racist.
Skiftet is the non-politically affiliated movement, connecting people
online and out on the streets for a more just Sweden. We know that
when we work together, our voices are heard and we can put the
power up against the wall.
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